LOS ANGELES LOVES
THE GIPPER!!

NEWS about Blood Moon's Valentine’s Day
Exposé of RANDY RONALD’s
SCANDALOUS YEARS
as a Romantic (and Promiscuous)
Hollywood Heart-Throb
“A scandalous new book about Reagan and his two wives
claims to fill in the blanks, providing a drastically different
portrait of The Gipper as a relentless womanizer.”

—The Daily Mail, Feb 7, 2015

Shortly after its release on Valentine’s Day, 2015,
based on its submission to the Awards Committee prior to its publication, LOVE TRIANGLE was
the proud recipient of the Honorable Mention at
The Los Angeles Book Festival.

Figures in photos above, left
to right: Nancy Davis (Reagan’s wife #2); Jane Wyman
(his Oscar-winning wife #1);,
and the hot, horny, and sexually relentless actor, Ronald
Reagan, decades away from
his “family values” schtick.

According to the book’s publisher, Danforth Prince, “All those gooey romantic
testimonials by Nancy and Ronald were nothing more than electoral slogans,
crafted as feel-good pacifiers for their Republican acolytes. Blood Moon acknowledges the media savvy
(and cover-up skills) of Ronald Reagan, a man whose never-before-published Hollywood secrets have
suddenly become a lot better known because of the publication of this scandal-soaked, richly factual
triple biography.”

“This is an exposé of three celebrity wannabees scrambling for fame, fortune, respect, and better roles
in B-list Hollywood,” Prince continued. “One of them (Jane Wyman) became an A-list movie star. The
other two ended up ruling the Free World.”

The awards ceremony will take place on March 7 in Hollywood at the historic Roosevelt Hotel. For more
about Blood Moon and its award-winning backlist, click on www.BloodMoon Productions.com

LOVE TRIANGLE

Ronald Reagan, Jane Wyman, and Nancy Davis—All the Gossip Unfit to Print.

Darwin Porter and Danforth Prince.
Paperback, Biography/Entertainment. 6” x 9” 696 pages with hundreds of photos
ISBN 978-1-936003-41-9 $27.95. Available everywhere, in conventional and e-reader formats, now.

